
COMPETITION RULES 
 

THIS IS A NATIONAL COMPETITION STYLE RANGE 
 

YYAARRDDAAGGEESS  
Short yardages:  Black numbered markers - Varied up to 30 yards  
Long yardages:  Green numbered markers - Varied up to 80 yards 
Yardages and target sizes equivalent to National Field Archery Association (NFAA) see 
fieldarchery.org 
 
AARRCCHHEERR  SSHHOOOOTTIINNGG  PPOOSSIITTIIOONNSS 
Stand to side of markers. Do not stand on markers. 
Short markers: Always shoot four arrows from same black numbered marker 
Long markers: Four arrows shall be shot from the same green numbered marker on each target 
except: Target 1 - Four markers fan, shoot from left side of each marker. Four archers shoot 
together and rotate. Target 9, 11 and 14 - Four marker walk up, two archers at a time. 
 
AARRCCHHEERR  GGRROOUUPP  EETTIIQQUUEETTTTEE  
Maximum four archers in a group.Two archers shoot side by side, left archer shoots left target etc.  
First two archers shoot bottom two targets. Second two at top. 
Long archers shoot at target indicated on bottom of marker for fan and walkups. 
Slower groups of archers shall let faster groups shoot thru. 
Respect other archers and be silent while others are shooting. 
 
SSCCOORRIINNGG  
Scoring is 5 points for bulls eye, then 4 and 3 for next two rings.  
Possible 20 points for four arrows per target, 280 for course. 560 for standard double course. 
Score cards available at Station 1 and printable from website friendsofpunderson.com 
 
BBEEGGIINNNNEERRSS  
You must have your own equipment and it must be in good shape. 
Get direction about how to shoot an arrow from an experience archer. 
Read and understand all posted rules and regulations; priority of course is SAFETY. 
Any doubt pertaining to any safety aspect shall be discussed with a Park Officer. 
Arrows are expensive and easily lost so don't over estimate your capability:  

Shoot short yardages well before advancing to long yardages. 
Put your name or initials on arrows, then if found by someone else the marked arrows shall be 
turned in to the Marina and may be claimed by owner. 
 
SSAAFFEETTYY  
Never draw an arrow anyplace but the shooting line. 
Never point a drawn arrow in any direction but the target. 
While searching for arrows behind the target, prop your bow up in front of the target. Report all 
questionable safety related matters to a Park Officer. 
 
RRUULLEESS  
Absolutely no broadheads allowed anywhere on the park archery range. Strictly enforced. 
Shoot only 4 arrows per target on the 14 target course. Practice in practice area. Targets will last 
longer. 
  
RRAANNGGEE  MMAAIINNTTEENNAANNCCEE  
The archery range was built and is maintained by volunteers.  
Please do your part to keep the course in top condition.  
Report safety problems immediately or any other problems to a Park Officer. 
Phone numbers:  

Emergency: 911 
Non-emergency: Park Office: 440-564-2279 or Geauga County Dispatch440-564-2291 


